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Mourinho is a beautiful illustrated book which is both a sumptuous celebration of The Special One's

managerial career so far, and an enigmatic insight into his unique brand of football wisdom and

philosophy. In the legendary manager's very first book, and in his own images and captions, Jose

Mourinho charts the peaks and troughs of the opening fifteen years of what has been a stellar rise

to the summit of the global game.Through more than 120 personally selected images (some of

which are exclusive to the book), fans will relish an intimate and unmissable opportunity to

understand and further appreciate this giant of the sport.
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I purchased this book with the intention to get into Mourinho's head but it was a total

disappointment. No revelations or anything not known before. It is a simple photographic summary

of his career. Total let down.

This is a picture book...

Expected a lot more, with all those pictures it's barely a 30 minute read and it's not going in Jose's



mind at all. Really disappointed.

it's just a bunch of pictures without anything worthwhile to read. in fact, it has almost no text.

Excellent book with great content and nice photos, amazing under Kindle and iPad Pro!

Thought it would be a biography but it was just a photo book.
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